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Installing software libraries with Spack



Installing software libraries
● Since v9-01-03 (~ 2012), GEOS-Chem has required netCDF data inputs.

● On Odyssey, we are lucky enough to have pre-installed netCDF etc. libraries.

○ These are loaded into your Unix environment with e.g. module load netcdf commands.

● Many GC users outside Harvard use shared computer clusters.

○ They also benefit from IT staffs who can install netCDF and other libraries.

● Many other GC users maintain their own systems.

○ Therefore, they have to install software libraries by themselves.

○ Users might lack familiarity with the intricacies of Unix library installation.



Installing software libraries
● We had created a simple netCDF library installer for GC users.

○ This was introduced alongside v9-01-03 in 2012.

○ This used Makefiles to install NetCDF-4.2, HDF5-1.8.10, and other dependent libraries.

○ We built the netCDF libraries used for Intel Fortran 11 locally with this installer.

● But our netCDF installer became brittle and hard to maintain.

○ The library versions that were used became incompatible with newer compilers.

○ Many users complained that the installer no longer worked for them.

○ So we needed a better way forward...
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Spack
● Spack can be extremely useful for GC users who:

○ Lack access to a dedicated IT staff but still need to install software libraries.

○ Are installing software libraries on a laptop (or even in a cloud-computing environment).

○ Need to download libraries so that they can create software containers (e.g. Docker images).

● Spack still has a few technical issues that will get sorted out.

○ Some builds (particularly on the Mac platform) involve workarounds.

○ But Spack is a work in progress.  

○ Spack has its own support team who works on fixing issues and also adding new libraries.



Development to facilitate interfacing
GEOS-Chem with ESMs

1. Improved Error Handling



Improved error handling
● In GEOS-Chem 12, we have greatly improved how errors are trapped.

● In prior versions, we would stop a GEOS-Chem simulation at the point where an 
error occurred.

● This was done by calling one of two subroutines:

○ ERROR_STOP: Stop GEOS-Chem execution and exit when an error occurs.

○ ALLOC_ERR: Similar to ERROR_STOP, but was used to stop execution if an array could not be 
allocated.  This typically means that we have run out of memory.



Code examples from GEOS-Chem v9-02
      !------------------------------
      ! ERROR: insoluble tracer!   
      !------------------------------
      ELSE
         CALL ERROR_STOP( 'Invalid tracer!',
     &                    'RAINOUT (wetscav_mod.f)' )
      ENDIF

      ! Allocate PDOWN on first call
      ALLOCATE( PDOWN( LLPAR, IIPAR, JJPAR ), STAT=AS )
      IF ( AS /= 0 ) CALL ALLOC_ERR( 'PDOWN' )
      PDOWN = 0d0

 

Subroutine ERROR_STOP:

(1) Prints an error message

(2) Prints the error location.

(3) Stops the GEOS-Chem run 
at this location.

Subroutine ALLOC_ERR:

(1) Print “Allocation error in 
___”, filling in the name of the 
array that could not be 
allocated.

(2) Stops the GEOS-Chem run.
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Improved error handling
● The “Stop where the error occurred” method worked well for GC “Classic”.

● But will this work for GCHP, or when using GC in ESMs?

● Let’s find out ...
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But if we halt a GCHP simulation at the point 
where an error occurred… then this will result 
in a HUNG SIMULATION.

The node on which the error occurred has 
stopped running, and the other nodes keep 
trying to contact it, but can’t.



The new method: write a message & return
  !-----------------------------------------
  ! Do wet deposition
  ! (Always assume large-scale precip)
  !-----------------------------------------
  CALL WETDEP( am_I_Root = am_I_Root, 
    &             ...etc...
    &             RC        = RC         )

  ! Trap potential errors
  IF ( RC /= GC_SUCCESS ) THEN
        ErrMsg = 'Error encountered in "Wetdep"!'
        CALL GC_Error( ErrMsg, RC, ThisLoc )
        RETURN
  ENDIF  

Each GEOS-Chem subroutine now returns a 
“return code” aka RC.

The return code can have 2 values:
GC_SUCCESS (integer 0)
GC_FAILURE (integer -1)

Now, when the subroutine returns failure, 
we take the following steps.

(1) Prints an error message (ErrMsg)

(2) Prints the error location (ThisLoc).

(3) Returns to the calling program.

This process is repeated until we arrive back 
at the main program level, where we 
terminate the run gracefully.



Example of new GEOS-Chem error output
===============================================================================
GEOS-Chem ERROR: No output scheduled on last day of run!
 -> at Is_Last_Day_Good (in module GeosCore/input_mod.F)
===============================================================================

===============================================================================
GEOS-Chem ERROR: Error reading the "input.geos" file!
 -> at Read_Output_Menu (in module GeosCore/input_mod.F)
===============================================================================

===============================================================================
GEOS-Chem ERROR: Error in "Read_Output_Menu"!
 -> at Read_Input_File (in module GeosCore/input_mod.F)
===============================================================================

===============================================================================
GEOS-CHEM ERROR: Error encountered in "Read_Input_File"!
STOP at  -> at GEOS-Chem (in GeosCore/main.F)
===============================================================================

Subroutine where the 
error occurred

One level higher

Two levels higher

Main program level:
The GC simulation is 
terminated gracefully



Improved error handling: still to be done
● Most GEOS-Chem subroutines now have the improved error trapping,

but there are a few exceptions:

○ Bpch diagnostic routines (these are going to be removed soon)

○ NetCDF I/O routines in the NcdfUtil folder -- GC “Classic” only.
(Just haven’t gotten time to do this yet.)

○ Some “specialty simulation” routines (e.g. Mercury).



Development to facilitate interfacing
GEOS-Chem with ESMs

2. Plan to remove binary punch
 (aka bpch) diagnostics from GEOS-Chem



Removing bpch from GEOS-Chem
● We have been working towards removing the binary punch (“bpch”) file format 

from GC for some time now.  This is necessary for the following reasons:

○ Binary data I/O cannot be done efficiently in distributed computing (e.g. MPI) environments.

○ GAMAP (which was developed for bpch data) requires IDL, which is now very pricey.

○ The bpch diagnostic code in GC is ugly, cumbersome, and hard to understand fully.

○ The bpch diagnostic code prevents efficient interfacing of GC with Earth System Models.

○ NetCDF is now the standard file format for earth science research.  

○ Open-source data tools now make it very easy to analyze data in netCDF format.



Removing bpch from GEOS-Chem
● In GEOS-Chem 12, we have already removed all bpch inputs, such as:

○ Transport boundary conditions (now saved via netCDF diagnostics and read by HEMCO)

○ Restart files (now saved via netCDF diagnostics and read by HEMCO)

○ Emissions data (now read from netCDF by HEMCO)

○ RRTMG input data (now read in by HEMCO)



Removing bpch from GEOS-Chem
● We are keeping both netCDF diagnostics and bpch diagnostics for the time being.

● The main reason for this is that bpch diagnostics have been needed for the 
benchmark simulations.

○ Our IDL benchmark plotting codes are “fossilized” and cumbersome to maintain and/or extend.

○ Starting in 12.3.0, we have started using our new GCPy python package to generate some of the 
benchmark outputs. GCPy development will continue.

● Also, some “specialty simulations” have specific bpch diagnostic outputs that we 
have not yet been able to port to netCDF.  

○ We need to keep these for backwards compatibility (at least for now).



Removing bpch from GEOS-Chem
● Several developments must occur before bpch format is completely removed:

a. The release of GEOS-Chem 12.3.0.  This version will archive all emission diagnostics via HEMCO, 
thus rendering the bpch emission diagnostics obsolete.  

b. A mature GCPy release.  GCPy will contain many of the new benchmarking utilities.  It is not 100% 
complete yet, but we are continuing to work on it.  An official GCPy will not occur before IGC9.

c. A benchmark comparing netCDF diagnostic output to bpch diagnostic output.  Before removing 
the bpch diagnostics from GC, we will perform a benchmark simulation for the same GC version, 
saving out both bpch and netCDF diagnostics.  These will be compared against each other.  This will 
help us to flag any issues with the implementation of the netCDF diagnostics.



Removing bpch → Restructuring GEOS-Chem 

● Type definitions for state variables, diaglist, registry, and global parameters are in Headers

● KPP-built chemical mechanisms are in subfolders of KPP

● Shared utilities (horizontal/vertical grids, error trapping; bpch I/O) are in GeosUtil

● NetCDF I/O modules for GC “Classic” are in NcdfUtil

● NetCDF diagnostic modules for GC “Classic” are in History

● Operations (transport, chemistry, mixing, deposition) modules are in GeosCore

● Emissions modules are in HEMCO/Core, HEMCO/Extensions, HEMCO/Interfaces

● Third-party packages are in separate folders so they won’t touch core routines:
GeosRad (= RRTMG);  ISORROPIA;  ObsPack;  GTMM (= Hg land model);  PKUCPL (= 2-way coupling)

● ESMF, MAPL, and GCHP/GEOS interface code are stored in sub-folders of GCHP



Getting rid of bpch will allow 
us to restructure the 
GEOS-Chem source code.

GeosCore is a catch-all folder 
mostly due to the bpch 
diagnostics.

Most of the operations 
modules and specialty 
simulation modules still 
depend on the bpch 
diagnostics code. This has 
made it difficult to separate 
these out from GeosCore into 
sub-folders.

Maybe about ¼ of these files 
in GeosCore pertain to the 
bpch diagnostics.  These will 
eventually all go away.



Restructured source code directory tree
NOTE: Not set in stone, this just one of many possibilities
src/Defs (formerly Headers)

src/Utils (formerly GeosUtil)
  Clock   VertGrid  NcdfUtil  
  Regrid  UnitConv  Timers

src/Diagnostics
  History  ObsPack

HEMCO
  Core  Extensions  Interfaces

src/Surface
  LandMap  DryDep

src/Transport
  TpCore     TpCore_Nested  
  CloudConv  PblMix         WetDep 

  

src/Aerosols
  Core  ISORROPIA  TOMAS  

src/Chemistry
  FastJx
  FullChem 
     KPP/*
  RadioNuclide
  CarbonGases
     CO CO2 CH4   # or combined!
  Hg
     Ocean  GTMM
  POPs
  TagO3
  RRTMG

  
   

Break out HEMCO into its own standalone component 
with a separate interface (as we do for GEOS-5)

Lizzie presented on this topic at 
Model Development Subgroup 
earlier this year.



Development to facilitate interfacing
GEOS-Chem with ESMs

3.  Making GEOS-Chem “agnostic” of time



Making GC agnostic of time: Overview
● Much work has been done in the last several years to allow GC to interface with 

ESMs, which operate in distributed-memory HPC environments.

○ Initializations first, then timestepping, then finalization

○ Removal and replacement of legacy code (COMMON blocks)

○ Implementation of derived-type objects (aka “State variables”)

○ The species database, contains all species properties and metadata

○ Emissions via HEMCO

○ Chemistry via FlexChem/KPP

○ Compatibility with GNU Fortran, an open-source compiler



Using objects to pass data between routines
● Fortran 90 allows for derived-type objects.

○ Objects are custom variables that can hold many types of data.

○ Objects can replace COMMON blocks and USE statements as a method of passing data.

● An object is essentially a “bucket of variables”.

○ It’s simple to add more fields to an object.

○ Adding extra fields to an object does not require modifying argument lists in the routines where the 
object is passed.

● GC now passes data between routines with objects.



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(IN)    :: State_Met  
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

This is the layout of a typical 
GEOS-Chem subroutine.

The use of state variables (F90 objects) 
allows us to drastically reduce the 
number of arguments that need to be 
passed.

Additional subroutine header 
comments have been omitted for the 
sake of brevity.



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(IN)    :: State_Met   
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:    
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

am_I_Root

Uses type LOGICAL

Has value .TRUE. if the current CPU is 
the root core, or .FALSE. otherwise. 

Can be used to restrict WRITE 
statemetnts (e.g. for debugging ) to the 
root core.  

Restricting WRITE statements to the 
root core can minimize I/O overhead 
when running in HPC environments 
(with MPI).



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt   
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(IN)    :: State_Met  
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:  
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

Input_Opt

“Input Options” object

Uses type OptInput

Appears as read-only to all 
GEOS-Chem subroutines (except 
where it is populated).

Holds all of the on-off switches and 
input options that are read in from the 
main GEOS-Chem configuration file
(input.geos).



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(IN)    :: State_Met     
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

State_Met

“Meteorology State” object

Uses type MetState

Appears as read-only to all 
GEOS-Chem subroutines (except where 
it is populated).

Holds all meteorological fields that are 
read from disk, as well as fields that are 
derived from the input meteorology.

Any field of State_Met can be sent to 
netCDF diagnostic output.



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(IN)    :: State_Met 
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:     
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

State_Chm

“Chemistry State” object

Uses type ChmState

Appears as read-write to all 
GEOS-Chem subroutines.

Holds:
(1) Species concentrations
(2) Arrays for aerosol properties
(3) The “species database”.

Any field of State_Chm can be sent 
to netCDF diagnostic output.



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt 
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Met   
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

State_Diag

“Diagnostic State” object

Uses type DgnState

Appears as read-write to all 
GEOS-Chem subroutines.

Holds arrays for quantities that will be 
sent to netCDF diagnostic output.

Arrays of State_Diag contain diagnostic 
quantities for a single timestep. 
Time-averaging is handled by the 
diagnostic routines of the parent 
model.



SUBROUTINE TYPICAL_GC_SUB( am_I_Root, Input_Opt,  State_Met,  &
                           State_Chm, State_Diag, RC         )
! !USES:
    USE Precision_Mod
    USE ErrCode_Mod
    USE Input_Opt_Mod,  ONLY : OptInput
    USE State_Chm_Mod,  ONLY : ChmState
    USE State_Diag_Mod, ONLY : DgnState
    USE State_Met_Mod,  ONLY : MetState
! !INPUT PARAMETERS:
    LOGICAL,        INTENT(IN)    :: am_I_Root   
    TYPE(OptInput), INTENT(IN)    :: Input_Opt   
! !INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    TYPE(MetState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Met   
    TYPE(ChmState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Chm   
    TYPE(DgnState), INTENT(INOUT) :: State_Diag  
! !OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
    INTEGER,        INTENT(OUT)   :: RC          

! LOCAL VARIABLES:
    REAL(fp)                      :: Var_Flex
    REAL(f4)                      :: Var_4byte
    REAL(f8)                      :: Var_8byte

RC

“Return Code”

Uses type INTEGER 

Returns GC_SUCCESS if the 
subroutine ended without errors.

Returns GC_FAILURE if an error is 
encountered.

GC_SUCCESS (which = 0) and 
GC_FAILURE (which = -1) are defined 
parameters in module
errcode_mod.F90.



 CALL GC_SUB1(am_I_Root, Input_Opt, State_Met, State_Chm, State_Diag, RC)

 CALL GC_SUB2(am_I_Root, Input_Opt, State_Met, State_Chm, State_Diag, RC)
 etc.

GEOS-Chem “Classic” driver subroutine main.F 

Input.geos file:
Contains options 
for the simulation

Flexgrid: Restart 
file and met field 
inputs via HEMCO

History: netCDF 
diagnostics 
restart file output

How the State Variables work in GEOS-Chem “Classic”

Input_Opt State_Met State_Chm State_Diag



CALL GC_SUB1(am_I_Root, Input_Opt, State_Met, State_Chm, State_Diag, RC)

CALL GC_SUB2(am_I_Root, Input_Opt, State_Met, State_Chm, State_Diag, RC)
etc.

Interface “driver” routine between GEOS-Chem and the ESM

How the State Variables work in GEOS-Chem coupled to an ESM (e.g GEOS)

Input.geos file: 
Options for the 
simulation

ESM storage 
data structure

(“Import State”)

ESM disk I/O
(“History”)

ESM storage data structure
(“Export State”)

ESM Init Routine Data from other 
ESM modules

Data to other 
ESM modules

Input_Opt State_Met State_Chm State_Diag



Making GC “agnostic” of time
● When interfacing GC to an ESM, the GC state variables (Input_Opt, State_Met, 

State_Chm, State_Diag) are just pass-throughs.

○ Persistent storage must be handled by data structures of the ESM.

○ In GCHP/GEOS-5 the Import and Exports rely on ESMF and MAPL infrastructure.

● Therefore, all data that we would like to preserve between timesteps now needs to 
be placed in one of the GC state variables.

○ GC can no longer update any quantity internally and use that quantity on subsequent timesteps

○ Upshot: We now need to move module-level variables into e.g. State_Chm 



  MODULE AEROSOL_MOD

. . . etc . . .
! !PUBLIC DATA MEMBERS:
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: BCPI(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: BCPO(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: OCPI(:,:,:)
 REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: OCPO(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: OCPISOA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SALA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SALC(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SO4_NH4_NIT(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SO4(:,:,:)
   REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: NH4(:,:,:)
      REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: NIT(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: FRAC_SNA(:,:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SOILDUST(:,:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SLA(:,:,:)
      REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SPA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: TSOA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: ISOA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: ASOA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: OPOA(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SOAGX(:,:,:)
  REAL(fp), ALLOCATABLE, PUBLIC :: SOAMG(:,:,:)
. . . etc . . .
  

All global allocatable arrays in 
module (such as this example from 
aerosol_mod.F) will need to be 
removed.

These need to moved to fields of the 
State_Chm variable.

Haipeng Lin (PKU, soon Harvard) has 
already begun some of this work for 
the WRF-GC coding effort.



Making GC “agnostic” of time
● Another way to describe how GC operates when coupled to an ESM:

○ GC “goes to sleep” when it is not needed by the ESM.

○ When it’s time for chemistry, GEOS-Chem gets “woken up” by the ESM.

○ The ESM passes everything from its own data structure to GC only for that timestep.

○ GC computes the chemistry for the given timestep and returns the results to the ESM.

○ GC goes back to sleep until the next time it is needed.


